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Summary
A military mission consists of a large number of activities, such as launching weapons to targets,
deploying vehicles to targets and pointing out an efficient route for each vehicle, etc. Planning
plays an important role in many of these activities. Despite the apparently different nature of a
plan in each activity, we feel that many of these plans can be captured in one formalism. In this
paper, we present such a formalism and exploit it to solve a planning problem. Our formalism is
based on the well-known notions of sets and lists. A plan can be regarded as a list of operations on
sets of objects. The problem to deploy vehicles to targets with acceptable costs will be expressed
in this formalism. To solve this problem, we propose a two step approach. In the first step, we
generate lists of targets that are feasible for each vehicle. In the second step, we select for each
vehicle at most one list, such that, finally, all objectives for the mission concerning the allocation
of vehicles to targets are attained. In our approach, we have taken advantage of the fact that the
cost function for the chosen problem is monotonically non-decreasing as well as from heuristics
that are used by experts.
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1 Introduction
Planning is an essential requisite to fulfill (complex) military missions successfully [Ref 1]. The
purpose of planning is to generate and maintain efficient plans in order to guide a mission. Im-
portant planning activities are, among others, determination of an efficient route for a vehicle and
allocation of a set of vehicles to a number of targets. Although the nature of these activities is
apparently different, many of these activities can be captured in one formalism. In this paper, we
present such a formalism and exploit it to solve a problem in the field of mission planning.
The problem addressed in this paper is the following: given a set of vehicles, e.g., aircraft, located
on geographically different bases, and a number of targets with relevant characteristics; deploy
these vehicles to the targets in an efficient way. In the following we refer to this problem as Vehicle
Mission Problem (VMP). While we assume that relevant information with regard to the vehicles
and bases is precisely known, we do not make this assumption for the targets. Information with
regard to a target is the product of intelligence gathering, and may be updated frequently. As a
consequence, a plan should be revised in an efficient way whenever an update occurs.
Since the VMP is NP-complete, there exists no technique that solves the problem in polynomial
time. To attack the problem, we have developed a formal model in terms of a cost function, which
takes as input a plan and computes its associated cost. We were able to prove that this function is
monotonically non-decreasing. We exploit this property in combination with domain knowledge
to search efficiently for a solution for VMP, resulting into a two step approach. In the first step,
we generate for each vehicle the lists of targets that are appropriate for this vehicle. In the second
step, we select for each vehicle at most one list such that, finally, all objectives for the mission are
attained with acceptable cost. Theoretically, both steps have an exponential complexity. Therefore,
we have derived a number of rules to control this complexity. Furthermore, we present a procedure
to update a plan adequately whenever previously unknown information becomes available.
A number of efforts has been reported to solve problems similar to the one we have addressed, see
among others [Ref 1, 2]. In these efforts, more or less the following approach is followed for this
type of problem. A problem is typically formulated as an optimization problem in a ”black box”
way, i.e., in the form of optimize a function f(.), which is subjected to a set of constraints. Then, an
algorithm is selected or developed to search for a solution. In [Ref 4], these algorithms are cate-
gorized as algorithms that guarantee an optimal solution and algorithms that do not guarantee this.
The algorithms in the former category are mainly based on (mathematical) classical techniques,
such as dynamic programming, gradient methods, etc., while the algorithms of the latter category
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are mainly based on more novel techniques, such as neural networks, knowledge base technology,
etc.
Our approach differs on three main points from above-mentioned approach. First, we have chosen
a formalism to express a problem that is better accessible for domain experts than the black box for-
mulation. This allows to add domain knowledge and modifications to a plan easily. For example,
in our formalism we can easily express relationships as ”Action A should be followed/preceded
by action B”, while the black box does not explicitly support this kind of relationships. Second,
often, a planning problem is divided into two subproblems, namely an allocation and a scheduling
problem [Ref 3]. In our approach, we do not make this difference since allocation and scheduling
may strongly related to each other. Third, we have integrated the strong points of classical and
more novel techniques to solve VMP. We have taken advantage of the fact that the cost function
for VMP is non-decreasing as well as from heuristics that are used by experts in this field. In most
efforts, either a classical or a more novel technique is used to solve the problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe VMP in more
detail, and in Chapter 3, we derive a mathematical model for the problem. Then, in Chapter 4,
we discuss our approach to select plans and to update plans according to previously unknown
information. In Chapter 5, we show how our approach can be applied to solve a problem in the
naval domain. Preliminary results based on this application will be discussed as well. Finally,
Chapter 6 concludes the paper.
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2 Problem definition
In this chapter, we define VMP in more detail. In a military setting, vehicles, e.g., aircraft, are
located on geographically different bases. These vehicles should be deployed to targets. The
allocation of vehicles to targets and in which order they are deployed to targets are expressed in a
plan.
While relevant data with regard to each vehicle are precisely known, this may be not true for
targets. Information with regard to a target is the product of continuous intelligence gathering, and
may be frequently updated. As a consequence, whenever information with regard to a target is
updated, the plan should be updated according to the new information. Our goal is to contribute
to an efficient selection and update of plans.
For the time being, we assume that a vehicle can be deployed for at most one list of targets in a
plan, i.e., a vehicle appears at most once in a plan. Before elaborating our problem, we define the
notion of a plan more precisely. For this purpose, we use the well-known set and list notations.
Perhaps unnecessarily, we note that the order of elements in a set is irrelevant and that a list can
be regarded as an ordered multi-set (thus allowing duplicates).
Definition 1: Let V = fv
1
; v
2
; v
3
; :::; v
m
g, be a set of vehicles, T = ft
1
; t
2
; t
3
; :::; t
n
g, a set
of targets, m;n 2 IN , and X
h
= f(V
h;1
;T
h;1
); (V
h;2
;T
h;2
); (V
h;3
;T
h;3
); :::; (V
h;k
;T
h;k
)g,
h 2 IN ;, in which V
h;i
 V and 8i; j; i 6= j : V
h;i
\ V
h;j
= ;; 1  i; j  k, and
T
h;i
= [t
1
h;i
; t
2
h;i
; t
3
h;i
; :::; t
l
h;i
], t
f
h;i
2 T , 1  l  n.
Then, a plan P is defined as P = [X
1
;X
2
;X
3
; :::;X
s
];8X
p
;X
q
; 1  p; q  s; p 6= q :
x 2 X
p
; y 2 X
q
) x:V
p;i
\ y:V
q;j
= ;.
In the following, an X
h
will be called an action set.
Example 1 Let us consider a plan P = [f(fv
1
; v
2
g; [t
1
; t
2
])g; f(fv
3
g; [t
3
])g; f(fv
4
g; [t
5
; t
6
])g].
Note that P consists of three action sets namely, X
1
= f(fv
1
; v
2
g; [t
1
; t
2
])g, X
2
= f(fv
3
g; [t
3
])g,
and X
3
= f(fv
4
g; [t
5
; t
6
])g. According to this plan, v
1
and v
2
(simultaneously) should suc-
cessively destroy targets t
1
and t
2
. Then, v
3
should destroy t
3
. Finally, v
4
should destroy tar-
gets t
5
and t
6
, successively. If it is not necessary that v
4
starts its actions after that v
3
has
completed its actions, this can be expressed by taking the union X
2
and X
3
in plan P . So,
P = [f(fv
1
; v
2
g; [t
1
; t
2
])g; f(fv
3
g; [t
3
]); (fv
4
g; [t
5
; t
6
])g]. 2
Two main factors can be distinguished in the selection of plans namely, the effectiveness of a
plan and the cost of a plan. The effectiveness of a plan depends on the extent that a defined goal is
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met. A plan that totally meets a goal is called a complete plan.
We set ourselves as goal to select complete plans with acceptable cost with regard to a given set
of targets. Furthermore, whenever information with regard to a target is updated, the selected plan
is updated according to the new information.
The cost of a plan is determined by parameters, such as fuel consumption, types and number of
vehicles involved in a plan, etc. However, in general, a plan P according to which a target t should
be destroyed by vehicle v will be cheaper than any plan P 0 that includes plan P . This will be used
to control the search space of plans. In the following chapters, we formalize this observation and
exploit it in searching for plans.
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3 Mathematical model
In this chapter, we define a mathematical model for the problem introduced in the previous chapter,
and prove some properties for this model. On the basis of these properties, we introduce, in the
next chapter, a solution for the problem.
As discussed in the foregoing, our goal is to select complete plans with acceptable cost. In order
to fulfil this task, we define a cost function to compare different plans. The cost function is defined
in such a way that incomplete plans get 1 as cost value. Before defining the cost to move to a
target t by vehicle v, we define under which conditions a target can be attained by a vehicle.
Definition 2: Let B = fb
1
; b
2
; b
3
; :::; b
m
g be a set of bases. Then, a list of targets T =
[t
1
; t
2
; t
3
; :::; t
n
] is attainable by a vehicle v
j
, which is located at a base b
j
; j  m, if
1. v
j
has the capacity to bridge the distance between b
j
and all targets of T in the given
sequence (without any stopovers), and afterwards
2. There exists a b
h
2 B, such that Cbase(tn; b
h
) = min
b
l
2B
Cbase(tn; b
l
), in which
Cbase(t; b)  0 represents the minimal cost that is required by a vehicle to move from
target t to base b, and v
j
has the capacity to bridge the distance between t
n
and b
h
.
Note, b
h
is the base that can be reached with the lowest cost by a vehicle from the last target in a
target list.
The cost (which assumes values  0) involved in attaining a list of target T by a vehicle v starting
from a base b is defined as follows:
Catt(v; b;T) =
8
<
:
f
v;b;T if T is attainable by v
1 otherwise
Once a vehicle attains a target, some actions should be taken to destroy the targets. This cost
depends on the actions and weapons used for these actions. If a vehicle is unable to perform these
actions, e.g., it is not able to carry the suitable weapons, the cost is defined as 1. Let us define
the cost (assuming values  0) involved with performing actions on a target t by a vehicle v as
follows:
Caction(v; t) =
8
>
>
<
>
>
>
:
c
v;t
if v is able to perform the
defined actions above t
1 otherwise
The general cost function for a plan P is defined as:
C(P ) =
X
X
i
2P
X
x2X
i
(
X
v
k
2x:V
(Catt(v
k
; b
k
;T
i
) +
X
t
l
2T
i
Caction(v
k
; t
l
)))
Before showing that function C is monotonically non-decreasing, we note the following with
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regard to this function. The cost of a plan does not depend on the order in which the action sets
of a plan are performed. We feel that the order of action sets becomes significant if a vehicle
is allowed in more than one action set of a plan. In that case a vehicle has various alternatives
with probably different cost to perform its action sets. Since we have assumed that a vehicle
appears at most once in a plan, we feel that the order of action sets can be neglected. However,
the extension of our cost function, such that it is able to take the order of action sets into account,
is straightforward. For example, one may introduce a penalty function for two action sets that are
not in a proper order in a plan. A penalty function Cpen takes two action sets Xi and Xj of a plan
as input, and produces a penalty in terms of cost if they are in an inappropriate order, i.e., if X
i
precedes X
j
while the reverse is desired, and zero otherwise. Let the penalty due to undesired
orders on a plan be S(P ) =
P
X
i
2P
P
X
j
2P;i6=j
Cpen(Xi;Xj). Then, function C can be extended
to a function ~C that takes the order of action sets into account as follows: ~C(P ) = C(P )+S(P ).
Although a plan can be regarded as a set of action sets instead of a list since we consider function
C , we still regard a plan as a list. As illustrated above, function C can be easily extended such
that the order of action sets has its impact on the cost of a plan. Therefore, we anticipate on this
situation and regard a plan as a list of action sets in solving VMP. Note that regarding a plan as a
set of action sets simplifies VMP.
Let us return to function C . In the following, we prove some properties for this function.
Proposition 1: The cost function C is monotonically non-decreasing with regard to a target list
T.
Proof: We prove consecutively that Catt and Caction are monotonically non-decreasing. Let T =
[t
1
; t
2
; :::; t
i
] be a list of targets attainable by a vehicle v that starts from a base b, and bk
j
the cost
to move from target t
k
to the j-th base. The cost involved in attaining the last element of T, i.e.,
t
i
, is given by C att(v; b;T). Then,
C
 
att(v; b;T) = Catt(v; b;T), bih;
in which bi
h
= min
b
l
2B
Cbase(ti; b
l
) as discussed in Definition 2.
Let T0 be a list containing T to which a target t
k
has been added, i.e., T0 = [t
1
; t
2
; :::; t
i
; t
k
]. The
cost to move from t
i
to t
k
is represented by Catt ptp(ti; t
k
). Then,
Catt(v; b;T0) = C att(v; b;T) + Catt ptp(ti; tk) + bkp
in which bk
p
= min
b
l
2B
Cbase(t
k
; b
l
).
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Then, Catt(:) is monotonically non-decreasing if
Catt(v; b;T0)  Catt(v; b;T) ,
Catt ptp(ti; t
k
) + b
k
p
 b
i
h
,
Catt ptp(ti; t
k
) + b
k
p
 b
i
p
(1)
Then, by Definition 2, equation (1) holds. Hence, Catt is monotonically non-decreasing. ( Note, if
the cost to move from t
i
, via t
k
, to a base would be smaller than bi
p
, this would be in contradiction
with Definition 2 item 2, since bi
p
is the minimal cost to base b
p
from target t
i
.)
Let CT =
P
t
l
2T Caction(v; tl) be the cost involved in performing the actions on each target in the
target list T by vehicle v. Then, CT0 = CT + Caction(v; tk). It should be clear that CT0  CT,
since Caction  0. Hence, Caction is monotonically non-decreasing.
Since Catt and Caction are both monotonically non-decreasing, cost function C(:) is monotonically
non-decreasing. 2
Corollary 1: Let L and L0 be the lists of X 0
i
s corresponding to a plan P and P 0, respectively.
Plan P 0 subsumes plan P , P v P 0, if L is a sublist of L0. Then, 8P v P 0 : C(P )  C(P 0)
Proof: Trivial 2.
In the next chapter, we exploit this result in solving the before-mentioned problem.
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4 Approach
This chapter is devoted to the generation and maintenance of plans. In Section 4.1, we introduce
a two step approach to select complete plans, in which vehicles are deployed to targets, with
acceptable cost. It is up to the expert to decide whether the cost of a plan is acceptable or not. For
example, an expert may define a threshold value for the cost of a plan, i.e., all plans that have a
lower cost than the threshold value are acceptable. Since the information with regard to a target
may be uncertain and/or incomplete, a plan may become invalid or to expensive whenever new
information becomes available. In Section 4.2, we address this issue.
4.1 Plan selection
As noted already, we propose a two step approach to select plans that deploy vehicles to targets. In
the first step, we generate lists of targets attainable by each vehicle. In the second step, we select
for each vehicle at most one list such that the result will be a complete plan with acceptable cost.
Theoretically, both steps have an exponential complexity. Therefore, we introduce a number of
rules to control the complexity. Let us elaborate the steps in more detail.
Step 1: To generate lists of attainable targets by a vehicle, we rely on the following observa-
tions. First, not all vehicles will be suited to each target. Depending on the target characteristics,
one can decide whether a vehicle is a candidate to be deployed to a target or not. This information
is provided by an expert or by a database. Once this information is available, we generate lists of
targets that is longer than 1, taking into account the following principles:
P1: If a list T is not attainable by a vehicle v, then each T0 that contains T is also not attainable
by vehicle v.
P2: If a list T is attainable by a vehicle v, then each list T  that is a sublist of T is attainable by
vehicle v.
The rationale behind these principles follows directly from Definition 2.
P3: If a vehicle v is not able to perform the actions on a list T, i.e.,
P
t2T Caction(v;T) =1, then
v is not able to perform the actions on any list T0 that contains T.
P4: If a vehicle v is able to perform the actions on a list T, then v is able to perform the actions
on any list list T  that is a sublist of T.
The rationale behind these principles follows from the fact that Caction is monotonically non-
decreasing.
Let us illustrate how these principles are used to identify attainable lists for a vehicle that is able
to perform the actions on the lists. In the following, such a list is called a feasible list for a vehicle.
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Example 2 Consider a vehicle v that is deployable to the targets t
1
; t
2
, and t
3
. In Figure 1, it
is illustrated how all lists may be generated with regard to the three targets1 . In general, the num-
ber of lists for n targets is
P
n
k=1
k!
0
@
n
k
1
A
. Suppose that [t
1
]; [t
2
], and [t
3
] are feasible lists for
[t1, t2, t3] [t1, t3, t2] [t2, t1, t3] [t2, t3, t1] [t3, t1, t2] [t3, t2, t1]
[t1, t2] [t1,t3] [t2, t1] [t2, t3] [t3, t1] [t3, t2]
{}
[t3][t2][t1]
Fig. 1 Generation of target lists
vehicle v. Then, we choose two other lists T
1
and T
2
from Figure 1, such that neither T
1
is a
sublist of T
2
, nor T
2
is a sublist of T
1
, and decide whether the lists are feasible for v or not.
Let assume that the chosen lists are [t
1
; t
2
] and [t
3
; t
2
; t
1
]. Suppose that [t
1
; t
2
] appears not to be
attainable by vehicle v, (and, therefore, not feasible for v), and [t
3
; t
2
; t
1
] appears to be feasible
for v. This means that all lists that have [t
1
; t
2
] as sublist, i.e., [t
1
; t
2
; t
3
] and [t
3
; t
1
; t
2
], are not
attainable according to principle P1, and, therefore, not feasible for v.
[t1,t3] [t2, t1] [t2, t3] [t3, t1] [t3, t2]
[t1, t3, t2] [t2, t1, t3] [t2, t3, t1] [t3, t2, t1]
Fig. 2 Reduced set of candidate target lists
According to principle P2, all sublists of [t
3
; t
2
; t
1
], i.e., [t
3
; t
2
] and [t
2
; t
1
] are attainable lists and
according to P4 vehicle v is also able to perform the defined actions on these lists. Hence, the
lists [t
3
; t
2
] and [t
2
; t
1
] are feasible for v. The lists that are candidate for further consideration are
surrounded by a box in Figure 2.
1The notation in the figure slightly differs from notation in the text. ti, in which i is a number, in the figure corre-
sponds to t
i
in the text.
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Let us investigate the lists [t
1
; t
3
] and [t
2
; t
3
; t
1
]. Suppose that it appears that v is not able to
perform the defined actions on [t
1
; t
3
] and that [t
2
; t
3
; t
1
] is feasible. Then, according to P3, v will
not be able to perform the defined actions on the lists [t
1
; t
3
; t
2
] and [t
2
; t
1
; t
3
]. Hence, these lists
are not feasible for v. Since [t
2
; t
3
; t
1
] is feasible, the lists [t
2
; t
3
] and [t
3
; t
1
] are feasible as well
according to P2 and P4.
So, feasible lists for v are: [t
1
]; [t
2
]; [t
3
]; [t
2
; t
1
]; [t
2
; t
3
]; [t
3
; t
1
]; [t
3
; t
2
]; [t
2
; t
3
; t
1
], and [t
3
; t
2
; t
1
].
2
Once all feasible lists of targets have been generated for each vehicle, we check if all targets
are handled by the available vehicle. If this is the case, we execute Step 2 (see below). Otherwise,
we select for each target that can not be handled by a single vehicle, the sets of vehicle that are
capable to handle this target. Again, we will use variants of principle P1 and P2 to identify these
sets. Namely, the following holds: if a set of vehicles V is able to handle a target t, then each
superset V 0 of V is able to handle target t, and if a set of vehicles V is not able to handle a target t,
no subset V   of V is able to handle target t. However, we will consider in our approach for each
target the sets with the minimal number of vehicles. In Table 1, an example of the output of Step
1 is given (for further clarification see Step 2).
We note that the variant of P2 helps in concluding that no complete plan exists. Suppose that the
set V = fv
1
; v
2
; v
3
g of vehicles is available, and that the set V is not capable in handling one
of the targets t. Then, target t can not be handled by any set of vehicles. Hence, there exists no
complete plan.
Step 2: In Step 2, a tree is generated on the basis of the results of Step 1. Each node in the
tree represents an X
i
, and paths in a tree represents a plan. Since Proposition 1 holds, the paths
corresponding to complete plans is generated according to the branch and bound technique. Let
us describe the actions involved in generating the tree.
Consider a set fX
1
;X
2
;X
3
; ::::;X
n
g, in which X
i
= f(V
i
; T
i
)ji = 1; 2; ::; g and T
i
is a feasible
list for A
i
.
1. A random plan that satisfies to Definition 1 is generated, and its cost is computed. This cost
will be used to bound parts of the tree and will be referred as b cost.
2. The root of the tree is X
0
= (fg; []), and X
1
;X
2
;X
3
; ::::;X
n
represents the nodes on level
1 of the tree. Then, for each node X
i
, we generate a subtree according to action 3.
3. A node X
k
is added to a node X
j
of a plan P = [X
0
;X
1
; :::;X
j
] as long as the new plan is
- 15 -
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v
1
: [t
1
]; [t
2
]; [t
3
]; [t
2
; t
1
]; [t
2
; t
3
]; [t
3
; t
1
]; [t
3
; t
2
]; [t
2
; t
3
; t
1
]; [t
3
; t
2
; t
1
] ! X
1
;X
2
;X
3
; :::;X
9
v
2
: [t
1
]; [t
2
]; [t
1
; t
2
]; [t
2
; t
1
] ! X
10
;X
11
;X
12
;X
13
v
3
[t
1
]; [t
3
]; [t
3
; t
1
] ! X
14
;X
15
;X
16
v
4
: [t
1
]; [t
2
]; [t
3
]; [t
5
]; [t
2
; t
5
]; [t
3
; t
5
] ! X
17
;X
18
;X
19
; :::;
X
22
t
4
: fv
1
; v
3
g; fv
2
; v
3
g ! X
23
;X
24
Table 1 Feasible target lists for vehicles v
1
to v
4
as output of Step1
not in conflict with Definition 1. Nodes are added according to the following rule:
P [X
k
=
8
<
:
[X
0
;X
1
; :::;X
j
;X
k
] if X
j
should be followed by X
k
[X
0
;X
1
; :::; fX
j
[X
k
g] otherwise
If the addition of X
k
to P violates Definition 1, we do not expand plan P further, and
this part of the tree is bound. Otherwise, the cost of the plan is computed and checked
whether the plan is complete or not. If the plan is complete and the cost c is less than b cost,
then b cost takes the value of c and the tree is bound from X
k
. If the cost c of the plan is
greater or equal than b cost, then the tree is bound from X
k
as well. Otherwise, action 3 is
repeated2 .
4. The procedure terminates if the whole tree has been searched for, or a user defined criterion
has been met, e.g. a maximum amount of time.
In the following, we illustrate the steps of the procedure by means of an example.
Example 3 Consider a target set ft
1
; t
2
; t
3
; t
4
; t
5
g and a set of vehicles fv
1
; v
2
; v
3
; v
4
g. In Ta-
ble 1, the lists of targets that are feasible by a set of vehicles are given as a result of Step 1. Note
that X
1
corresponds to (fv
1
g; [t
1
]), X
9
corresponds to (fv
1
g; [t
3
; t
2
; t
1
]), and so on. X
23
and X
24
correspond to (fv
1
; v
3
g; [t
4
]) and (fv
3
; v
4
g; [t
4
]), respectively. Suppose that the cost yielded by a
plan P = [X
12
; fX
22
[ X
23
g] = [f(fv
2
g; [t
1
; t
2
])g; f(fv
4
g; [t
3
; t
5
]); (fv
1
; v
3
g; [t
4
])g] is 30, the
initial value of b cost.
In Figure 3, a part of the tree has been generated and the cost associated with each plan is
surrounded by a box. For example, the cost of plan [X
24
] is 15. Adding X
9
to this plan,
which results into [X
24
;X
9
], increases the cost to 30. Since this cost is equal to the cost of
P = [X
12
; fX
22
[X
23
g], this part of the tree can be bound as a result of Proposition 1. Expand-
2A user or a knowledge base may decide whether an action set X
j
should precede or follow a set X
k
.
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X17 X18 X19 X20 X21 X22
15
20 30
25 32 27
X0
X1 X2                .... X24
incomplete plans
X1                           ...                           X8          X9                   X17                 ...                 X22
Fig. 3 Plan generation
ing plan [X
24
] with X
8
increases the cost to 20, which justifies the further exploration from X
8
of
the tree. The result is given in Figure 3. As we can see the plans [X
24
;X
8
;X
17
], [X
24
;X
8
;X
18
],
and [X
24
;X
8
;X
19
] are incomplete. Since the cost of plan [X
24
;X
8
;X
20
] is 25, this is the cheapest
plan until now, and b cost gets the value 25.
We note that the expansion of X
24
with the pairs X
10
to X
16
are omitted, since it is in conflict
with Definition 1. 2
In the next section, we discuss the impact on a plan when previously unknown information with
regard to a target becomes available. Furthermore, we discuss how to revise a plan such that it will
be in agreement with the new situation.
4.2 Plan updating
As stated in the foregoing, information with regard to targets is the product of continuous intelli-
gence gathering. It may happen that previously unknown information becomes available or that
some information becomes invalid in the course of time. For example, a previously unknown tar-
get has been discovered or the location of a target that has been assumed appears not to be correct.
This may has as consequence that our selected plan may become incomplete or that the actual cost
of the plan is more expensive than computed. Therefore, we revise a selected plan in accordance
with new relevant information.
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For the sake of plan revisions, we store the results of steps 1 and 2, i.e., the attainable list of
targets by each vehicle and the tree generated in Step 2. For the time being, we assume that there
is enough storage space to store the tree. Furthermore, we assume that the release of previously
unknown information may lead to the following operations in our model.
 deletion of a target t
 insertion of a target t
 update of recorded information with regard to a target t
Let us study the effect of these operations on the results of Step 1. If a target t is deleted, then
each attainable list in which t appears should be deleted from the results of Step 1. If a target
t is inserted, then we generate, for each vehicle, all attainable lists that includes t. Update of
information with regard to a vehicle can be considered as a deletion of a target followed by an
insertion of the same target with the appropriate information.
Let X be the set of X
i
’s that is the result of Step 1. Then, application of a number of above-
mentioned operations induce to the following situations:
1. X remains the same
2. a non-empty set of X
i
’s has been removed from X
3. a non-empty set of X
i
’s has been added to X
4. a combination of 2 and 3 occurs
If X remains the same or a non empty set of X
i
’s has been removed, then the selected plan is still
complete. In the other cases, the plan may become incomplete. However, in all cases it may occur
that the cost of the selected plan is changed. In the following, we discuss how the tree generated
in Step 2 may updated for the different situation.
X17 X18 X19 X20 X21 X22
15
20 30
25 32 27
X0
X1 X2                .... X24
incomplete plans
X1                           ...                           X8          X9                   X17                 ...                 X22
....
...
X25
X26X25
X25 X26
X26
Fig. 4 Plan updating due to insertion of pairs X
25
and X
26
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In the first situation, we recompute the cost at all relevant nodes, i.e., nodes in which target t is
involved. This may have as consequence that at nodes where we had decided to bound the tree
should be expanded. Suppose that the location of t
2
in Example 3 has been changed and due to
this change the cost of plan [X
24
;X
8
;X
20
] becomes 28 and the cost of plan [X
24
;X
9
] becomes
25. Then, if b cost = 28, we have no justification to bound the tree at X
9
.
To update the tree due to the second situation, we mark all plans, in which at least one of the X
i
’s
appear, as not applicable and the cost of remaining plans are recomputed.
If new X
i
’s are added in Step 1, then the tree is expanded with the new X
i
’s as illustrated in Figure
4 and the cost at the relevant nodes are recomputed. In Figure 4, the tree of Figure 3 is expanded
with X
25
and X
26
. We note that if X
i
’s are added due to insertion of a new target, then the new
added nodes are the relevant ones.
Finally, the tree can be updated properly due to situation 4 by first marking the relevant nodes as
not applicable, and then adding the new relevant nodes in the tree.
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5 Application
Although our approach is applicable in many domains, we have selected to tackle the so-called
resource allocation problem for the naval domain. In this chapter, we describe how our approach
can be applied to solve this problem. Although we are currently implementing our approach
for this problem, we are able to provide some preliminary results. These results are based on a
preliminary implementation and evaluation. After introducing the resource allocation problem,
we will report our preliminary results.
In the naval domain, forces at sea, consisting of different ships, may require support from aircraft
to fulfil their mission. Air support is realized by assigning a number of aircraft with weapons to
a sea force. We focus on the distribution of ships and aircraft —equipped with weapons— to the
different targets, such that each target is damaged to a desirable extent and with acceptable cost.
To determine candidate vehicles to a target, an expert applies a number of rules. The antecedent
of these rules takes relevant target characteristics, such as size of a target, goal of a target, etc.,
and relevant information with regard to the environment, such as weather conditions, etc., into
account. In [Ref 6], a number of useful rules are reported. These rules can be used to build up the
target lists for each vehicle.
In the following, two types of aircraft are distinguished, namely helicopters and fixed-wing air-
craft. So, in this application, the set of vehicles is defined as follows: V = ff
1
; f
2
; :::; f
n
f
;
h
1
; h
2
; :::; h
n
h
; s
1
; s
2
; :::; s
n
s
g, in which f
i
is a fixed-wing aircraft, h
i
is a helicopter, and s
i
is a
ship.
The deployment of each vehicle to a target entails some cost, which depends on the type of the
vehicle and the weapons carried by this vehicle. In the following, this cost is defined as follows:
F : V W ! <
+
, in which W is a set of weapons. A database is available that contains the cost
associated with each relevant pair (v; w), in which v 2 V and w 2 W .
Let W be a set of pairs (w; q), in which w represents a weapon type and q the number of this type
carried by a vehicle v. So, W is defined as W = f(w; q)jw 2 W ^ q = 1; 2; ::g.
Catt(v; b; [t1; t2; :::; tn]) =
8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:
P
z2W
z:qF (v; z:w) + d(b; t
1
)+ if [t
1
; t
2
; :::; t
n
]
P
n 1
i=1
d(t
i
; t
i+1
) + d(b
h
; t
n
) is attainable by v
1 otherwise;
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in which d(t
i
; t
j
) is the distance between two targets and Cbase(tn; b
h
) = min
b
l
2B
Cbase(tn; b
l
).
The damage of each target is measured by a value between 0 and 1, and a target is considered as
damaged whenever a threshold value is obtained or exceeded. The damage function D is defined
as follows: D : 2V  2W  T ! [0; 1]. The damage value of a triple (V  V;W  W; t) is
derived from a database as well. Plans that contain targets that are not damaged are not complete.
In this application an additional constraint is put upon plans, namely a plan should be completed
within a time interval. It should be clear that this constraint may be used in bounding parts of the
plan tree, which is discussed in the previous chapter. If a plan P is not completed in a certain inter-
val, then no plan that subsumes P can be completed in this time interval. So, all plans containing
P can be ignored for investigation.
We note that, for the time-being, the cost to perform actions on a target is not explicitly specified
but included in the function Catt.
As noted already, a preliminary implementation has been made for the resource allocation prob-
lem, called RACAS, which has been described in [Ref 5]. RACAS takes as input a number of
vehicles and targets, and produces as output plans with decreasing costs. We have offered RACAS
various combination of vehicles and targets and have monitored its results. Two conclusions could
be drawn from these results. RACAS had no problems in generating lists of attainable targets, i.e.,
step 1 of our approach. In performing Step 1, some of the available domain knowledge has been
applied. Second, the first implementation of RACAS ran into memory problems while generating
plans (step 2), since we had decided to store the whole tree generated in Step 2 in order to facilitate
updates.
To solve the memory problem during Step 2, strategies are being devised to remove parts of the
tree. Two obvious strategies are: 1) remove those parts of the tree that consist of plans whose
costs are higher than a threshold cost value, 2) remove those parts of the tree that have not been
used for a while or that is not expected to be used frequently. For example, if two action sets in
a plan are not desired, then paths in the tree that contains those sets can be removed. We feel
that domain knowledge may play a major role in removing large parts of the tree, and to use the
available memory efficiently. These issues are currently under investigation.
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6 Conclusions & further research
We have presented a novel approach to tackle VMP. We have integrated mathematical results,
which have been derived by formalizing VMP, with domain knowledge to solve the problem.
Furthermore, we have chosen a more accessible formalism to express plans. This has as advantage
that a plan is better understood by users, which in turn makes it easier to add domain knowledge
in the planning process. Traditionally, mission planning problems are formulated as: Optimize a
function that is subjected to a set of constraints. Often, the user does not have any insight how
this problem is solved, which makes it difficult to add useful domain knowledge. Finally, we have
proposed a strategy to update plans according to new information. This strategy keeps replanning
efforts to a minimum.
Although currently our approach is being implemented, we were able to perform a preliminary
evaluation on the basis of an application in the naval domain. Therefore, a preliminary implemen-
tation of some vital parts of our approach has been realized. From this preliminary evaluation, we
conclude that Step 1 of our approach could be performed successfully for this application without
extensively using domain knowledge. Storing the whole tree generated during Step 2 led to mem-
ory problems, simply because this tree is too large. We have proposed several strategies to tackle
this problem.
In the first half of 1998, the preliminary implementation will be extended to a tool for resource
allocation in the naval domain that will be equipped with domain knowledge and strategies for an
efficient use of memory space.
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